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and the admiration of virtue, cheered up with high hope
of living to be brave men and worthy patriots, dear to
God and famous to all ages/ Milton emphasises the
cardinal truth of education, that it resides not in the
mechanical perfection of study and routine, but in the
spirit of the teacher working in the heart of the pupil.
The first step in education is to make the pupils' despise
and scorn all their childish and ill-taught qualities, to
delight in manly and liberal exercises, to infuse into their
young hearts such an ingenuous and noble ardour as
would not fail to make many of them renowned and
matchless men.' Together with their Latin exercises,
arithmetic, and geometry, are to be taught playing, 'as
the old manner was/ and religion is to occupy them
before going to bed. Thus ends the first stage of their
education. It should be remarked that the Greek
authors, Cebes, Plutarch, and Plato, are to be read, of
course in Latin translations, and that they are to be 'read
to' the boys probably in the manner recommended by
Ratich and Ascham. As soon as they are masters of the
rudiments of Latin grammar they are to read those
treatises, such as Cato, Varrof and Columella, which are
concerned with agriculture. The object of this is not
only to teach them Latin but to incite and enable them
to improve the tillage of their country, to remove the
bad soil and to remedy the waste that is made of good.
Then after learning the use of globes and maps, and the
outlines of geography, ancient and modern, they are to
read some compendious method of natural philosophy.
After this they are to begin Greek, but the authors read
have reference to natural science, which is at this period
the staple of their education. When in their mathe-
matical studies they have reached trigonometry, that will
introduce them to fortification, architecture, engineering,

